WESTERNESSE: APPENDICES

In accordance with the grand Tolkienian tradition that there should always be a string of appendices to the main work, I hereby offer two essays – one by myself discussing chronological matters, and another by Brel about the geology and general appearance of Númenor. Incidentally, she has provided important input on various issues that should also serve to significantly improve Part III of the Treatment itself, when I finally get to complete it. (Thanks for allowing me to publish your very fine essay here, Brel!)

Appendix I:

Chronological Issues

By H.K. Fauskanger <helge.fauskanger@nor.uib.no>

The chronology of this story requires some consideration. To put it bluntly: a movie adaptation could not possibly follow Tolkien's original scheme in all respects. If it did, the movie would have to cover a period of more than 200 years! Nonetheless, Tolkien's original ideas should be duly considered, and incorporated where possible.

The events take place near the end of the Second Age. Let me summarize the important dates as given in various Tolkienian sources; where no source is cited, the years come from the chronological survey in LotR Appendix A:

3035 Birth of Tar-Palantir (Unfinished Tales p. 223)
3117 Birth of Míriel (Unfinished Tales p. 224)
3118 Birth of Pharazôn (ibid.)
3119 Birth of Elendil (The People's of Middle-earth p. 191)
3219 Birth of Isildur (ibid p. 208; another version places his birth in 3209 and it was rather his brother Anárion who was born in 3219, see p. 191 -- but for our purposes it suffices to assume that they were both born around 3219)
3255 Death of Tar-Palantir; Pharazôn usurps the scepter from Míriel
3261-62: Pharazôn's journey to Middle-earth; Sauron "surrenders" and is brought back to Númenor
3319 The Downfall of Númenor; the Faithful escape to found Arnor and Gondor in Middle-earth
3434 The Last Alliance attacks Mordor, and the Siege of Barad-dûr commences
3441 Sauron comes forth and wrestles with Gil-galad and Elendil, who are slain; Isildur cuts the Ring from Sauron's finger

For cinematic purposes, the last date must be discarded right away. Jackson has already eliminated the seven-year siege of Barad-dûr, and Sauron came out to meet the attackers as soon as they arrived in 3434. Tolkien-purists beware: I shall argue below that it would be best to move all the events in Númenor one hundred years ahead, up to and including the Downfall, so that it occurs in 3419 rather than 3319! (Not that either year would have to be explicitly mentioned in a Westernesse movie.) But as long as we are discussing the events in Númenor itself, we are only concerned with the relative chronology, and so we may as well use Tolkien's own years.

Some of the dates as given by Tolkien are, as we shall see, rather problematic. But first of all, we must find a way to re-calculate the age of the Númenoreans into terms we can more readily understand. We shall have to introduce a distinction between Real Age and Seeming Age. 

In his papers, Tolkien made various statements about the life-span of the Númenoreans. But the only "canonical" statement (i.e., something published by Tolkien himself and not just posthumously) is found in LotR Appendix A: The Númenorean span was "in the beginning thrice that of lesser Men". Since "lesser Men" like ourselves have a typical span of, say, 70 years, the Númenoreans would normally live to be about (3 x 70 =) 210. This was Aragorn's exact age when he died 120 years into the Fourth Age. 

At the same time, it is noted that the Númenoreans grew to maturity in the same rate as ourselves. "They grew at much the same rate as other Men, but when they had achieved 'full-growth' they then aged, or 'wore out', very much more slowly" (Unfinished Tales p. 225). In other words, a twenty-year-old Númenorean would look 20 to us as well, but from that point on, the aging process was much slower than we are used to.

At the age of twenty, we "lesser Men" can expect to live about 50 more years before death. But a Númenorean could look forward to about 190 more years, or 3.8 times more time. So very roughly, the Real Age of a Númenorean can be turned into this person's Seeming Age by applying this formula: subtract 20 years from the Real Age, divide the result by 3.8, and add the 20 years back again. Thus, when he died at the age of 210, Aragorn would look "70" to us. At the time of the War of the Ring, he was 87, but had a seeming age of about 38 (that is, [87 - 20] / 3.8 + 20). This agrees well enough with Aragorn's portrayal in the Jackson movies: Born in 1958, Viggo Mortensen was indeed around 40 at the time they were being shot. 

(In draft material for the LotR Appendices, Tolkien noted that "in character Aragorn was a hardened man of say 45. He was actually 90": The Peoples of Middle-earth, p. 167. Aragorn's Real Age was later revised to be 87, so evidently 45 as his Seeming Age must also be somewhat reduced.)

Let us, then, calculate the seeming ages of the characters at various points of the story. I would begin a movie version when Isildur is about ten years old, hence around the year 3229 according to Tolkien's chronology. As for his brother Anárion, I simply assume that he is about the same age as his brother, or a few years younger (Tolkien cited conflicting birth-dates for Anárion). Their father Elendil is at this point 110, i.e. he looks "44" to us. King Tar-Palantir is 194, or about "66" to our eyes. Then we jump ahead in time to 3255, when Tar-Palantir dies at the age of 220 ("73"). Elendil is now 136 ("51"), whereas Isildur is 36 ("24"). Interestingly, Pharazôn is already middle-aged when he usurps the throne: Born in 3118, he is now 137 ("51", like Elendil).

According to the chronological survey in LotR Appendix A, Pharazôn went to Middle-earth in 3261, six years after he usurped the scepter. In a movie version, there would be no reason to make any explicit references to this interval: Since the characters age 3.8 times more slowly that ourselves, they would not become visibly older in just six years anyway. Add only one or two years to their seeming ages as listed above.

Sauron is brought back to Númenor the next year, in 3262. If I were writing a Westernesse script, I would make explicit notice of the fact that Sauron advances from prisoner of war to King's Councilor in no more than three years (Elendil/Amandil could be discussing this). This takes us to the year 3265, when Elendil is 146 ("53") and Isildur 46 ("27"), whereas Pharazôn is now 148 ("54"). 

45 years of Morgoth-worship then pass until 3310, when Sauron finally convinces Pharazôn to start building an armada to attack the Blessed Realm. In our terms, the characters only age twelve years during this time. Even so, Pharazôn is now past his "mid-sixties" as he would look to us; at the real age of 192 he begins to be seriously afraid of death and more inclined to grasp at the hope for immortality that Sauron offers him. 

In a movie, one should hardly make any explicit references to these 45 years. It is too long a period for the average audience to really appreciate (especially since the movie characters don't seem to age nearly as much as they "should"; not everybody will have grasped the finer details of the longevity of the Númenoreans). Just let the make-up artists suggest that a considerable amount of time has indeed passed: the oldest characters are now beginning to look, well, really elderly, and the members of the younger generation are definitely fully adult at this time: At the age of 91 Isildur looks "39" to us.

In 3319, when the Downfall occurs, Pharazôn should of course look very old: It is precisely his old age that finally makes him so desperate that he wants to escape death by conquering the Immortal Lands by force. At the real age of 201, he would look "67" according to the formula we have been using so far, which is maybe not quite as old as he should appear. Well, maybe decades of decadent partying are taking their toll at this point, and he looks eighty? (Also, there is the hidden option that Sauron has actually been using his arts to accelerate Pharazôn's aging process, to increase the King's desperation.) Isildur is 100 years old, or in our terms "41", when he and his father escape the cataclysm and come to Middle-earth. Elendil's real age would be about the same as Pharazôn's, though Elendil has not been involved in all that decadent partying and thus looks somewhat younger to us.

One character we have deliberately ignored: Míriel. In her case, the chronological "data" provided by Tolkien can hardly be reconciled with his actual story. Tolkien noted that she was born in 3117, one year before the birth of Pharazôn (Unfinished Tales p. 224). This would result in a rather strange scenario. When her father died in 3255, her seeming age would be "51", and then it seems strange that she would still be unmarried (especially considering her real age of 138!) 

We can of course imagine any number of reasons why she had never married, but it does seem very strange. Being an only child and destined to inherit the throne, would she not try to produce an heir to carry on the royal line after her own generation? (However long their lives, it does seem strange if Númenorean women could still bear children after the age of 130!) If she was still unmarried and childless by the time of her father's death, then Palantir's line would already be doomed to extinction! Pharazôn, or (if Míriel survived him) some child of his, would eventually have inherited the throne even without any violent usurpation. The Queen was already too old to have any children of her own!

Moreover, if she is to be even older than Pharazôn, it necessarily follows that she, like him, would be very old at the time of the Downfall. Yet in her final moments Tolkien has her climbing a rather steep mountain, and there is the dramatic description of how the Great Wave "took to its bosom Tar-Míriel the Queen, fairer than silver or ivory or pearls". Is this stunningly beautiful mountain-climber actually an aged woman of 202, or almost seventy as she would seem to us?

The actual text of the Akallabêth definitely seems to presuppose that Míriel was still relatively young at the time of the Downfall, and then she must be very young at the time of her "marriage" to Pharazôn. This assumption improves the story in all ways. If Míriel was, say, 20 at the time of her father's death, it is of course eminently plausible that she was still unmarried. It is also plausible that such a young Queen could easily be the victim of Pharazôn's plot to usurp the scepter and gain the kingship (but if she were to be 138, wouldn't she have so many friends and contacts that the Palace Coup would be far more difficult to pull off?) If a middle-aged Pharazôn forces a 20-year-old Míriel to marry him, the marked age difference emphasizes the fact that this marriage has absolutely nothing to do with love or even attraction: its sole purpose is to gain Pharazôn the title of King. 

(Or he regards his young niece as little more than a girl, a well-meaning but stupid child that he must "take care of", relieving her of a responsibility he believes she is in no way ready for. Tolkien never discusses this in depth, but as I prefer to read the story, Pharazôn may have pretended to himself that he was "protecting" his niece. The marriage is a mere formality, and I would imagine that Míriel's virginity is very much intact when she dies in the Downfall. There exists at least one piece of fan fiction where Pharazôn is described as raping her, but that is not how I interpret his character or their relationship.)

By this chronology, Míriel dies at the age of 84, or in our terms "37"; it is then entirely possible that much of her beauty was intact at the time of the Downfall. Slavishly following Tolkien's chronological scheme would produce a situation where one middle-aged person forces another middle-aged person to marry him, whereas in the end an old and bent Míriel tries to climb a steep mountain immediately before the Downfall. It is difficult to imagine that this is what Tolkien really intended, since the actual text of the Akallabêth seems to speak of a relatively young and beautiful Queen who perishes with her realm.

True, in very early versions of the story there are references the Queen aging as well (thus in The Lost Road p. 69 Elendil remarks that "the king and queen grow old, though all know not, for they are seldom seen"). But these versions are so different from the later story that we cannot ascribe much "authority" to them if we accept the published Akallabêth as our primary source. For one thing, the early versions implied that the Queen was just as corrupted as the King. In The Lost Road p. 15 it is related how Sûr (Sauron) spoke to "Angor the king and Istar his queen, and promised them undying life and lordship of the Earth. And they believed him and fell under the shadow, and the greatest part of the people of Númenor followed them." Angor and Istar are conceptual predecessors of Pharazôn and Míriel (yet another version calls her Tar-ilien, p. 27 in the same book), but both their names and their story were thoroughly revised later.

There are also some problems with Elendil's age. Generally, I should have liked Elendil's seeming age to be about 10 years less that the numbers we calculated above -- throughout. Elendil's birth-date of 3119 comes from a non-canonical source, published long after Tolkien's death (The People's of Middle-earth p. 191): As so often, it is difficult to know whether such material has much "authority" in the legendarium. If we accept 3119 as the year of Elendil's birth, he is only one year younger than Pharazôn himself. Yet elsewhere it is implied that Pharazôn was rather as about as old as Amandil, Elendil's father! The Akallabêth states that "in their youth together Amandil had been dear to Pharazôn"! So maybe we should actually think of 3119 or some date thereabouts as Amandil's year of birth, and move Elendil's birth some 30 or 40 years ahead? Then we could also subtract about ten years from his "seeming age" as calculated above. The figures we arrived at for Elendil would apply to his father Amandil instead.

3219 as Isildur's year of birth also seems somewhat early; the character becomes rather old before the Downfall occurs (and hopelessly old at the time of the Last Alliance). If we move Elendil's birth ahead like some Tolkienian sources seem to require, maybe we should also rejuvenate Isildur a little to compensate? If we move Míriel's birth to 3235, so that she is 20 when her father dies, maybe this gives us a nice year for Isildur to be born in as well? If I were writing a movie script, I would like to first introduce Isildur and Míriel as children of about ten, but if Isildur is ten as early as 3229, Míriel would either not be born yet (if we move her birth to 3235 as suggested), or she would already be a middle-aged Númenorean lady of 112 (if we follow Tolkien's original chronology). Problems, problems...

When we reach the end of the story, the notion that Elendil was born as early as 3119 (and his son a hundred years later) becomes very problematic. Tolkien introduces an incredibly long interval between the Downfall and the time of the Last Alliance. After the Downfall in 3319, well over a century is to pass before Sauron finally attacks Gondor in 3429! (See the chronology in Appendix A.) If so, Elendil has reached an age of no less than 315 ("98"!) when the Last Alliance enters Mordor in 3434. 

Even if we follow Peter Jackson's scheme and eliminate the seven-year siege of the Dark Tower before Sauron comes out to wrestle with the attackers, Elendil would have to be very, very old at this point. Is it credible that such an aged man would go into direct battle with Sauron's latest incarnation, even with Gil-galad at his side? (Peter Jackson gives Elendil a seeming age of at most 70 at this point, which is more reasonable.) Again Tolkien's birth-date for Isildur, 3219, also seems rather early -- making Isildur 215 ("71") at this point. This is clearly incompatible with the movie universe as established by Jackson, since he presents Isildur as a relatively young man when he takes the Ring: Isildur's "seeming age" is difficult to assess, but at most he seems to be 40-something (this was the actual age of actor Harry Sinclair, cf. below). His real age would then be about 100, or less. It is clear, then, that the cinematic Isildur must be born after the Downfall if it occurred in 3319 like Tolkien wrote! And since this would mess up the story completely, we should have to re-date the Downfall as well.

There is probably no way Tolkien's original chronology for the Second Age could be fully maintained if a Westernesse movie is to be compatible with the Jackson movies (as it probably should be). But to all but hard-core Tolkien-purists, the matters involved probably seem trivial, and maybe our chief concern should be to make a story that is consistent within itself. No years would have to be cited in the movie itself, so that the inevitable discrepancies become painfully explicit. But the best solution is probably to move all the events in Númenor one hundred years ahead, including the birth-dates of the characters. All the relative ages as discussed above remain the same, but Pharazôn usurps the scepter in 3355 (not 3255), and the Downfall occurs in 3419 (not 3319 as in Tolkien's original chronology). 

If we assume 3219 and 3319 as the revised birth-dates of Elendil and his son Isildur (adding 100 to the years Tolkien cited), these gentlemen are 215 and 115, respectively, when the Last Alliance attacks Mordor in 3434. Thus their respective seeming ages would be "71" and "45" at this point, which is far more compatible with the initial scenes of Jackson's Fellowship, and also rather more sensible in general terms: Did Tolkien really mean Elendil to be actively involved in huge battles at an age that would correspond to about 100 in our own terms? True, Elendil was killed in the confrontation with Sauron, but I hate to think that he walked into the fight as a senile, toothless man who could barely stand on his own feet -- only to be squashed like a fly by the Dark Lord!

As noted above, the idea that Elendil is actually only one year younger than Pharazôn is difficult to reconcile with the statement in the Akallabêth that Pharazôn and Elendil's father Amandil had been friends "in their youth together"! It should then be Amandil and Pharazôn who are about the same age, not Elendil and Pharazôn! If, as suggested above, we rather make Elendil about 30-40 years younger than Pharazôn, Elendil could have a seeming age of about "60" when the Last Alliance attacks Mordor in 3434 (again assuming that we move the events in Númenor 100 years ahead in time). If we assume that Elendil started to go grey early, this is still compatible with the initial scenes of Jackson's Fellowship, and Elendil could be portrayed as a visibly aged, but still hale warrior who might reasonably throw himself into the final battle against Sauron. As for Isildur, it was suggested above that maybe he should be born about 3235, or 3335 if we move all the events in Númenor a century ahead. He is then 99, or "41", when he takes the Ring -- eminently compatible with his portrayal in the first Jackson movie: Harry Sinclair who portrays Isildur was born in 1959, making him about 40 when these scenes were shot.

In short, we are eliminating the huge interval between the Downfall and the attack of the Last Alliance. We maintain 3434 as the date of the attack because it is already fixed by Jackson (mentioned by Gandalf when he reads the Scroll of Isildur in the first movie), but by moving the Downfall ahead to 3419, only fifteen years pass before the final confrontation between Sauron and Elendil/Gil-galad occurs. 15 years would still allow the determined exiles to build an early version of Osgiliath and begin the carving of the Argonath. If well over a century is to pass, like Tolkien wrote it, it is difficult to maintain his own idea that "Sauron struck too soon, before his own power was rebuilt"! (LotR Appendix A) How much time would Sauron need to fully rebuild, really? Well, in the literary universe, Tolkien must be allowed to reign supreme. But a movie adaptation could hardly incorporate this vast time-span in its entirety.

If I were to give any guidelines to make-up artists preparing the actors for their parts in a Westernesse movie, I think I would finally have come up with a scheme something like the following -- slightly rejuvenating Elendil, and maybe also Isildur, when compared to the figures we initially arrived at above. Notice that we are here discussing seeming ages, not the real ages, except when a character is 20 or younger.

At the beginning of the story Isildur and Míriel are about 10 years, Isildur's brother Anárion slightly younger; Elendil could appear to be in his late thirties, his father Amandil seemingly about sixty or slightly less. Tar-Palantir could appear to be in his mid-sixties.

When Tar-Palantir dies and Pharazôn comes to Númenor and forces Míriel to marry him, I would imagine the Usurper to be in his mid-fifties, whereas she is 20 (we are deliberately discarding Tolkien's chronology which would make her as old as him). Her father Tar-Palantir should seem 70-something at the time of his death.

When Pharazôn goes to Middle-earth and brings Sauron back, Isildur is in his mid-twenties, Elendil seemingly in his early forties, Pharazôn in his late fifties. (Thus all of the above would now be able-bodied men who can reasonably engage in battles, sword-fights etc.) Míriel appears to be in her early twenties at this point.

From this point on until the Downfall, the characters seemingly age somewhere between 10 and 20 years. Pharazôn ages faster, and much less gracefully, than the others. (Needless to say, Sauron's handsome form does not visibly age at all: he is a walking example of the immortality he claims the Númenoreans can achieve as well.) When Isildur saves the fruit of the White Tree, I think he should be relatively young -- still in his seeming twenties, though his real age is of course higher.

When Amandil goes into the West, he should appear not just "elderly" but positively "old": 70 at least.

At the Downfall, Pharazôn is very aged (irrespective of his exact number of years), Míriel seems to be in her late thirties (but has aged very gracefully), Elendil appears 50-something, Isildur may seem to be 30-something.

When Sauron returns and the Last Alliance marches on Mordor, the main point is that Elendil is now "elderly", maybe 60-something, whereas Isildur (and Anárion) appear to be ca. 40. The audience should be able to infer that a number of years have passed since the Downfall, since the Exiles have built a city (Osgiliath) in the meantime. (But I must maintain that accommodating the interval of 100+ years that Tolkien speaks of would be difficult in a movie!)

There it is. Let the Tolkien-purists curse me. 


Appendix II:


Of Islands, Volcanoes, and Winds: Ideas for Portraying the Scenery of Númenor

By Brel <tartelperien3319@hotmail.com>

One thing we must consider for this movie is, of course, what Númenor will look like, in terms of its topography and plant life. Any aspiring filmmaker must take such things quite seriously: Peter Jackson’s movies show how effective location choice is; many of his most compelling shots are merely depictions of the places where the characters travel. Though Tolkien never discusses the lands of Númenor in as great of detail as those of Middle-earth, our task is, luckily, made much easier by the book Unfinished Tales. This publication contains an account called “A Description of the Island of Númenor”, which gives a brief explanation of Númenor’s appearance. I will refer to it several times in this essay. The aspiring filmmaker can discover several attributes of Númenor’s plant life (such as its unique trees) and other details concerning its endemic species (for example, its abundance of birds of all kinds, some of which were foreign to Middle-earth) by reading this account. But even though we have this source, there remain several matters concerning Númenórean scenery that Tolkien left relatively open or never discussed. I address some of them here, and in so doing intend to show that it might be productive to supplement Tolkien’s ideas with examples from our own world.

Something I have noticed is that Númenor, in terms of geographical position, is somewhat similar to the Hawaiian Islands—both are fairly large and remote isles, situated far away from any surrounding continents. They have other likenesses, as well: each island in the Hawaiian chain is made of large volcanoes that have been built up from the bottom of the sea through repeated lava flows. While Númenor is much larger than any individual Hawaiian island, and contains five promontories in addition to a main highland, its center part also has a great mountain in its center, making it a bit similar in appearance to the Hawaiian Islands.

And if there is any conclusion we can draw about Númenor’s land, it’s that it too was almost certainly volcanic in origin. This is implied by the peak of the Meneltarma, which seems to be a cinder cone, the last part of the great mountain rising up out of the sea that forms the surface of Númenor (the volcanoes of Hawai‘i have similar sorts of cinder cones). That the roots of the Meneltarma point in the directions of each of the promontories is also a bit of hint in this direction. And the summit of the mountain, which “was somewhat flattened and depressed” according to the “Description”, was pretty clearly a crater, judging from the account of its eruption found in the Akallabêth. (If we look at Númenor in this way, it means that the entire island is “the Meneltarma writ large”, which gives a whole new dimension to the belief in the holiness of this mountain that the Faithful had. It means that the shores of Númenor should really be considered no less hallowed than the summit where the offerings to Ilúvatar took place. In fact, “Live your life as if the Meneltarma contained all Númenor” might not be a bad “Faithful proverb” to put in someone’s mouth!) This volcanism is also indicated by the earthquakes that afflicted Númenor in the years leading up to the Downfall. Most likely they were the result of the volcanic forces beneath the Mountain firing up one last time upon the dissolution of the final grace of the Valar.

But volcanism is not the main point of this discussion. I am actually most interested in the effect the large mountains of the Hawaiian chain have on their islands’ weather patterns. The Hawaiian Islands’ unique weather is caused by the consistency of the Trade Winds, which blow from the northeast. These winds are blocked by the great volcanoes, causing clouds to form on the north and east sides of the islands. The clouds are of course kept from moving anywhere by the mountains, so they dump most of their rain on these parts of the islands. By contrast, the areas to the south and west are relatively protected from clouds, and thus very dry. The wind and surf are also far milder there, since the Trade Winds are mostly stopped by the mountains. The more inclement northeast side of each island is thus called the “windward” side, while the southwest is referred to as the “leeward” side. 

It is my argument that Númenor’s weather could probably be presented in much the same way as Hawai‘i’s. I think that the windward/leeward dichotomy of the Hawaiian Islands could easily be used for a portrayal of Númenórean weather, which any moviemaker would have to put a fair amount of thought into presenting. Númenor’s five promontories would of course complicate the situation, but since most of the action takes place on the central part of the island (Andúnië is the only major city on a promontory), this is not a pressing issue.

In order for this comparison between Númenor and Hawai’i to work, we must determine whether Númenor would have a prevailing wind similar to the Trades, and the direction in which it would blow. Does such a weather pattern have any Tolkienian authority? In his “Description of the Island of Númenor”, Tolkien comments on the “cold north-east winds” that buffeted the northern promontories, but he notes nearby that “the most rain fell” on an area far to the west and south, the beautiful haven of Eldalondë! Ocean winds are, in general, fairly constant. So how can the most rain fall on this haven, if the prevailing winds came from the northeast? In that case, wouldn’t Eldalondë get little rain? Now, Eldalondë won’t play a prominent part in our story, but I would pay more attention to its description rather than that of the “north-east winds”. I believe that it would be most convenient to depict the majority of Númenor’s wind as coming from a westerly direction, for reasons I hope to show.

Of course, easterly winds did blow in Númenor at times; Tolkien occasionally speaks of them in his stories that took place on the island. However, the prominent fashion in which they are mentioned in these stories implies that they were probably notable due to their uncommonness and, like all east winds in the Professor’s work, had a special connotation of ominous events. Indeed, a wind is said to have come up out of the east and taken the Great Armament into the West but, quite interestingly, in earlier versions of the Akallabêth it is stated as being “devised by the arts of Sauron” (SD). One could view this in the context of my idea about Númenórean prevailing winds as indicating that winds from the east came so uncommonly that it required Sauron’s power to summon them. It is true that this statement did not survive into the final version of the Akallabêth, but I think it is still a valid idea—Sauron would naturally have wanted to get the fleet out of the area before Ar-Pharazôn began having any second thoughts. The rarity of east winds would also explain the presence of oar slaves (the reliance upon which one thinks would be an offense to Númenórean seafaring pride) in the Great Armament: Ar-Pharazôn probably figured he would have to sail against the prevailing west wind, and thus having the extra manpower would be worth it!

So what about more direct evidence for west winds? First off, the Akallabêth itself comments upon the mild winds enjoyed by the Númenóreans, especially the fragrant ones from the West. There is also the already-cited example of the lush forests in the lands surrounding Eldalondë, a haven in the west of the island where the Elves once came. Even the famous mallorns took root in this fertile land. Tolkien describes the rest of the western side of Númenor in a fashion that would be consistent with the presence of westerly prevailing winds: eastward of Eldalondë, the forests peter out into grasslands that surround the Meneltarma. Presumably there would be less precipitation here if the clouds dumped most of their rain on Eldalondë, which would keep trees from being able to grow in abundance in this area. Tolkien makes few explicit comments about the nature of the land surrounding Armenelos and Rómenna, which leads me to believe that it was nothing special—and indeed, if we adhere to the theory that the winds brought precipitation from the West, the lands around these cities would be directly behind the rain shadow of the Meneltarma and thus some of the driest areas of the island.

This examination of Númenor helps bring the weather patterns into sync with the story in many ways, and gives us an easy “formula” for visualizing the weather at the main locations in the story. I now discuss the probable appearance of the main areas of Númenor based on the assumptions of this prevailing winds theory.

First, Rómenna’s value as a harbor is well explained. Not only is it nestled between the two promontories of Orrostar and Hyarrostar and facing east towards Middle-earth, its winds and surf are also nearly sure to be mild and safe because of the Meneltarma’s influence on the winds. I picture Rómenna as being a dry, sunny city surrounded by mostly brown lands, due to the lack of rain in this area of the island. The Númenóreans would surely have had expansive irrigation and well systems to sustain themselves and their property, but any uninhabited land would most likely be sparsely vegetated. 

I wouldn’t hesitate to show Armenelos as being sunny almost all the time as well, since it too is protected by the Holy Mountain. However, the capital city is much closer than Rómenna to areas that do get decent amounts of rain (which feeds the river Siril nearby), and probably has an irrigation system to transport the necessary water. One can perhaps see the genius of Elros in choosing the city’s location—plenty of rainwater is nearby, but the weather in Armenelos itself can’t be beat! The climate of Armenelos would also heighten the drama of the storm caused by the wrath of the Valar—in general, clouds do not simply move right around the Meneltarma as if it is not there and proceed to dump huge amounts of rain upon the city! Perhaps we could get a view of Míriel, if she is on the summit while the storm takes place, looking down as the clouds move towards the slopes of the mountain below her and then surround it completely—something undoubtedly quite rare! And if Armenelos is as dry as I suppose it to be, we could use the added dramatic effect of having this be the only rainstorm we show taking place there. 

As for Andúnië, where the Faithful live until their forced relocation by Ar-Pharazôn (in our version of the story, anyway), I imagine it as being a rather harsh-looking place, but having more beautiful scenery than the other two cities. Andúnië is on the northwest side of Númenor, and would presumably get a fair amount of rough ocean weather brought by the west wind. In the “Description”, Tolkien tells us that Andúnië was built just below a large sea-cliff. Thus, many great trees would grow on parts of the cliff, and the shelf on which the town sat would be lush and green. It would have a rugged but fertile look: Tolkien writes that “the [promontory of] Andustar was rocky in its northernmost parts [where Andúnië was], with high fir-woods looking out upon the sea”. So I imagine an impressive cliff, deeply carved by erosion from wind and water and visited fairly often by rainstorms (this would explain the condition of the weather during the scene in which Elendil tells Anárion the story of the Ainulindalë, if we choose to use that idea). We might throw in a few cascading waterfalls on this cliff to enhance its beauty and contrast Andúnië with the place where the Faithful must live near the end of the story after their forced departure from their rainy but beautiful home. If Rómenna is on the “leeward side” of Númenor, the Faithful would have to go from this fertile land to what basically amounts to a desert, adding considerable insult to injury. Undoubtedly, they would also be denied the sight of the sea and have to settle inland of the city and thus in the driest areas, since (taking Hawai‘i’s cue again) on an island, any and all seaside property is prime real estate. And surely the corrupt officials in Rómenna are quite stingy with their water and unhappy about sharing it with those good-for-nothing Elf-friends!

This “Hawaiian situation” offers us an easy and convenient way to depict Númenor’s weather and scenery. But what of its actual land temperatures and vegetation? As for the former, we don’t get much Tolkienian information save for the statement in the Akallabêth that “the weather was ever apt to the needs and liking of Men”. The temperatures of Hawai‘i are nearly always between 60 and 90 degrees Fahrenheit, which is pretty much the definition of “apt to the needs and (especially!) liking of Men”. However, Númenor’s vegetation as described by Tolkien suggests a more temperate than tropical environment. I would not depict Númenor as a tropical paradise or merely another version of Hawai‘i, at least not in terms of its vegetation.

I would, actually, turn to the state of California for inspiration (above and beyond what Tolkien himself wrote). California is a coastal land that has quite a bit of regional variation, which is similar to how I imagine Númenor. Its northern part has great forests and can become fairly cool in the winter, though the weather throughout the state is generally mild (when it is not unbearably hot). I tend to associate Andúnië especially with this sort of environment. Towards the south, California becomes hotter, drier, and closer to tropical. This is rather like how I envision the area surrounding Armenelos and Rómenna, which are to the south of Andúnië. (And yes, I must say that I associate the area around Nindamos with Southern California. It even had nice beaches! And the people could, after all, swim in the ocean comfortably, according to the “Description”. If it were to appear in a story, I wouldn’t be able to resist gracing Nindamos with a few swaying palm trees…) 

This is a good place to put an aside concerning the location of Númenor relative to Middle-earth. Since it was never discussed by Tolkien, this issue has received a fair amount of attention from fans. I myself am quite inclined to agree with Karen Wynn Fonstad in her depiction of Númenor’s location in the Atlas of Middle-earth. She places it relatively far to the south, making Númenor quite distant from Lindon and Eriador, the location of the Shire in later days. I believe her theory has a lot of merit for a few reasons, mostly having to do with how the Númenóreans themselves interacted with Middle-earth. When the King’s Men began setting up large fortresses in Middle-earth, they did so far to the south (relative to the area where the Shire was), among the Haradrim. One of their reasons for doing this was to stay away from Gil-galad’s realm, but his power was held at bay during that time by Sauron (whose influence the Númenóreans seemed to mind less). Thus, they could have settled considerably further north if they wished, but didn’t. Why? My conclusion is that the route to the Harad was the simplest and most direct way for the Númenóreans to use. The King’s Men obviously would not want to go any more out of their way than necessary, especially since many of their expeditions to Middle-earth were for the gathering of tribute. They naturally would have wanted to sail to Middle-earth and back with their booty as quickly and efficiently as possible. This conclusion would thus mean that Númenor was on about the same latitude as the Harad. Númenor would be cooler and more temperate than that land because of the stronger influence of the sea upon its climate, just as the Hawaiian Islands are milder than one would expect for lands at their latitude.

The idea of Númenor being nearest to the Harad would also explain why the Faithful had to set up their haven, Pelargir, much farther to the north: the King’s Men denied them the lucrative and efficient trade routes that they used. Probably, had the Faithful built Pelargir any further south, there would have been considerable amounts of friction between the two parties.

This theory of Númenor’s location raises the question of the actions of two seafarers, Vëantur and Aldarion, however. Vëantur was the first of the Númenóreans to make the journey to Middle-earth, and he landed in Lindon, which would be quite far from Númenor if it were near to the Harad. But wouldn’t he have wanted to go in the most direct route possible, out of caution? The presumable answer is that he did sail northeast to the extent that he could (the very first Númenóreans would surely have preserved accounts of their journey and the route that the Elven captains ferrying them to the island took), and that he probably came within sight of Middle-earth long before he reached Lindon. Vëantur then simply followed the coasts north (a typical cautionary seafaring tactic), and he himself did not disembark (some of the crew probably did at times in order to replenish supplies) until he came to the one place in Middle-earth where he knew that the Númenóreans would still be welcomed, Lindon. As for Aldarion, he too wanted to remain near to Gil-galad, and so compromised by building Vinyalondë about halfway between Númenor and Lindon. (The fact that Vinyalondë was not on a direct route to Númenor might explain his frequent tardiness in returning to the isle, which ultimately cost him his marriage!)

There is one more idea that we could take from the real-world example of Hawai‘i. Large lava flow buildups are rather unstable, especially when battered by the forces of erosion. This instability can have drastic consequences, as the geologic histories of the islands show. Natural disasters that have no parallel in recorded history have occurred due to the nature of this volcanic rock: the island of Lāna‘i has debris over 1000 feet above the surface of the ocean that was dumped there by a tsunami caused by a landslide that devastated its neighbor island of Moloka‘i. During this event, large sections of one of the volcanoes making up Moloka‘i fell to pieces and dropped into the ocean due to the instability caused by erosion.

This cataclysmic type of natural disaster might help us with a difficulty presented in depicting the Downfall of Númenor, namely the “black winds” that we are told propelled the nine ships eastward, against even the massively strong current of the ocean as it poured into the chasm of the world. Wind is not easy to portray cinematically when there are no trees or other such objects around to reflect its presence. Furthermore, how literally are we to take the repeated statements that the winds were “black”? And how did they suddenly create tsunami-sized waves? It would make our situation easier if we embellished Tolkien’s description of the Downfall with a natural disaster somewhat like the ones that have taken place in the Hawaiian Islands, instead of relying solely on winds to explain the eastward movement of the nine ships.

I see it as working like this: Elendil’s ships are sitting in the bay off the coast of Rómenna. Suddenly, a great storm comes out of the West, even worse than the one that battered Armenelos decades ago. The winds blow strongly towards the East, yes, but this is hardly the main concern of our heroes at the moment: their full attention is on the seemingly impossible scene taking place around them. The ocean seems to be moving as a single body of water—not merely like a flowing current, but rather as if someone is draining it like water from a basin (which is, of course, quite like what is actually happening)! And the immense power of this flowing of the sea is having an unthinkable effect on the two promontories that form the sides of the bay, Orrostar and Hyarrostar. The nine ships are relatively protected from the fury of the ocean by these promontories, but not for long—because as we see, these lands are literally wearing away before our eyes! Millions of years’ worth of erosion takes place in minutes as the sea cuts into the protruding promontories with awesome force. And then, very suddenly, the promontories can stand no more abuse, and what remains of them breaks into massive pieces that slough off into the ocean. Huge waves, propelled eastward against the pervasive flow of the sea by the momentum of these falling island shards, immediately spring up, manage to defy the westward movement of the water, and go towards Middle-earth. And nine small, wooden ships are caught in the very middle of this. Elendil’s people are nearly battered senseless by the forces being exerted on their vessels, but somehow (Indómë, clearly) the ships remain relatively intact and are carried east by these waves. [Indómë is High-Elven for “divine will”. – HKF] Had they remained to see the rest of the drama, they would have witnessed the hungry ocean move onto the rest of Númenor after destroying the two eastern promontories. It is thus the effects of the landslide that we mainly depict as transporting the ships, rather than some tricky-to-portray winds.

I hope these sound like plausible, and interesting, ideas for visualizing the scenery of Númenor and the events that took place during its Downfall, and explaining the eastward movement of the massive waves that eventually crash into Middle-earth, bringing the Faithful with them. I also hope the idea of studying the islands of Hawai‘i is feasible. Real world examples can be quite instructive, and help us gain insight into ways of portraying fictional concepts. If nothing else, by learning about the geology of the Hawaiian Islands I discovered that the features of our world today are no less epic and astounding than any “mythological cataclysm” an author can come up with!

As a final note, there is one more way in which Númenor and Hawai‘i resemble each other. The Hawaiian chain is doomed to share Númenor’s fate, albeit a more peaceful and gradual version of it. Once the islands are taken away from the geologic hot spot beneath the Earth’s crust by the movement of the Pacific plate, that’s it, no more land building can take place. The only forces left to work on them are those of erosion. And so it is the fate of each and every Hawaiian island to be reclaimed by the waves, someday…



